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RWU
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fallen
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CLUAMOSES I H,rald Reporter
The flag in front of the Ad
mirtlsm.tion Building at Roger
Williams University ,.._, Oew
at half-man on Monday as a
small group of people gathered
around it. In fuct, that fl ag and
many others around the coun
try had not seen the top of their
poles for days.
RWU hdd a wreath-laying
ceremony the day after the
tenth anniversary of the terror
ist attacks of Sept. 11, 200 I co
honor those who lost their lives.
On chat sunny morning. stu
dents and staff listened to John
King, Vice President of Student
Affairs, op,n the ceremony.
"While we honor all of the
victims of 9/1 I and remember
their families again this morn
ing, today we arc here to pay
special tribute to the men and
women of the armed forces who
were serving in the Pentagon on
that day, as well as all of the first
responders in the city of New
York who gave thcit lives in ser- 1 •
See WREATH, page A3

Kemmy Renowned poet Billy Collins' speech opened a
I
named
Athletic
Director qame �n: Turf field open
AMANDA N� Managing Edito r

How can we honor an event
that changed ous Badon
forever!

LAUREN TIIRNFf

I au,,... Manager

Two years after his appoint
ment as acting athletic director,
Dave Kemmy was named the
Director of Athletics, Intra.mu
rals, and Recreation at Roger
Williams University.
In June 2009, Kcmmy took on
the role of acting athletic direc
tor, replacing Gcotgc Kolb. In
his rime as the acting athletic
director, RWU athletics 1w had
much success. Last ye.ar aJonc,
the university rook home nine
Commonwealth Coast Confer
ence championships, and one
national championship. Kem
my also helped dir<cr the plan
ning and construction' of the
$2.3 million turffield romp!«
Despite all that the athletics
dcpanment has achieved in re
cent months, Kemmy said he
still feels there is more that must
be done in the near future.
"Although we now have this
fubulous turf field complex,
there arc still sevcraJ more &.cili
cy needs that we need to address.
We arc going to spend this year

Sec KEMMY, page A3
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worth of memorial events.

This was the question Roger nity, the ahswu was found by
Williams University asked itself looking in 1o n jtsclf and considas it drew upon the tenth an- cring stud�nti unique apcrinivcrsary of the Sept. 11, 2001 cnces with
t.
attacks. For thc.RWU commuIn hono off)u: annivc,sary.

the university otganiud a scrics of commemorative events,
ranging from an interfaith serSee CQtl.IHS,
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New sports comple,x provides seating
for 500,jeatures eco-friendly lights

I

AMANDA NIWMAN Managing Ed�or
When students left Roger
Williams University in May, the
only thing that existed on the
sire of what was to be the high
ly-anticipated turf field was a
very large patch of dirt, riddled
with construction vehicles that
cmincd loud beeps at passersby,
and a promise that it would be
ready upon th.cir return to cam
pu, in the fall.
By mid-August, that parch of
dirt had been turned into a me
ticulowly-maintaincd, pristine
$2.3 million-dollar patch of
turf. one that rivals others of its
kind and has become the envy
of visiting schools.
The long-awaited turf field is
officially completed and ready
to be a past of hawks history. It
was officially op,ncd by Presi
dent Donald Farish on Satur
day, Sept. I 0, during an open
ing ceremony.
"'We have a perfect record on
this field so fur," Fari>h said jok
ingly ro the small crowd that

had come to watch the reveal.
"Let's keep it that way."
Following Farish', speech, cap
tains of the four varsity sports
ran through a banner to sig
nify chat it was "game on." The
RWU hawks mascot, Swoop,
aJso unveiled his new, buffed-up
sdf for the first time.
The turf field, still unnamed
but going under its predeces
sor', alias of Bayside Field, re
placed the grass field that had
been RWU's main athletic
hotspot for years. While the
previous fidd did not comply
with all sports' NCAA regula
tions, the turf 6dd boasts that
it is NCAA-<:cnified regula
tion size for all four men's and
women's varsity spons. It seats a
coca.I of 500, including 53 scat
back chairs, has a press box with
a viewing stand, a scoreboard.,
an eco-friendly lighting system,
and a new concourse with light
ing between it and the baseball
field.

See TURF, page A6

Sailing into victory
The #l ranked RWU sailing team picked up where it left
off, sailing to success in their first meet of the season

PAGEA6

Hope for Hope Street?
In the aftermath of Hurricane Irene, crews
scoured the streets of Bristol, accessing

damages in an attempt to get electric crews
mobilized to restore power to the town.
Bristol, however, was fortunate; other New
England towns fared much worse during
the storm.

See NATIONAL NEWS, page B2
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Forced together

Number oftemporary
triples rises
steeply this year
JEN WIIITMOIE Ed lm< -ln-Oief
Weeks before they were scram
bling to ensu« the sattty of the
returning and incoming stu
dcnr.s living in the dark dorms
left powerless in Hurricane
Irene's wake, the Roger Wil
liams University Department of
Howing was racking its brains
trying co figure out how to find
rooms for the hi5thcr-than
ex�tcd number ofincoming
students this ye2t.
Their 50lution: co create tcmip - 124 of them, to
bc:r: ks
During the last three years, the
bowing office has created an
average of 43 temporary triples
each fall to accommodate the
incom ing wd returning sru
dents living on campus. This
year's fall occupancy took the
department by su tise, lead0 l

I

�1r:r:s s�:i: ro bo�U:t;

studcncs becom ing room s that
would house th,ee.
"Our projection was for
around 140 (temporary triple.,]
for around the opening tlme
frame," said Tony Montefusco,
Executive Director of Univer
sity Housing Operations and
Planning. "We had to do a lot
of work in an cffon to get that
number down.•
Each year, Montefusco and
the Depanment of Housing
laces the same challenge of
placing all of the incoming and
returning students in university
housing comfortably. Yet this
year was d.i!tttcnt; instead of
working around the usual occu
pancy hiccups, the housing de
portment got clobbered by the
pcrkct storm of dorm place
ment dilliculty.
The department's problems
were threefold: first, although
the univcrsicy accepted fewer
&e.hmen than last year, a high
er percentage of those accepted
chose co accua.lly attend RWU;
secondly, few,, upperclassmen
chose (or were ab)e to find)
off-campus bowing th an last

year; and thirdly, fC'WCr students
chose tO study abroad during
this year's faJI scm�ter than did
their predecessors.
Although larger-than-expect•
cd occupancy drives the need to

:t:bi=����rX!An��;�

cal number of supersized rooms.
Upperclassmen living on
pus usually prefer living in the
biggest dorm rooms. They also
wually like living close to th.cir
friends. The uppcrdas.smen's
propensity to golilile up all the
prime dorm rooms in concen
trated areas created headaches
for Montefusco, he said.
The bigger the dorm room,
the better of a candidate it is
for being convened into a tem
porary triple. But because large
numbers of rerurning students
applied co live in these rooms,
the Department of Hawing
had to d1splace these students to
dear the space for to-be-tripled
&cshm cn, Montefusco said.
This shuffling of rooms ruffied
the feathers of som e upperclass
men, who were m oved further
away from their friends, and, in
som e cases, out of their desired
dorms comple'tdy, Montefusco
said.
There a.re also some upper
classmen who request m super
size their rooms so as to accom 
modate an additional friend in a
double-sized room, Montefusco
said. Such was the case in Bay
point Residence Hall, which
opened at l 02% occupancy this
f.ill.
For Montefusco, the di.sCOm 
forc caused by the univcrsicv's
occupancy stretching ac the
scams is noc perm anent. Over
the next few months, Monte
fusco said he expects the num•
ber of temporary triples to drop
significantly. Normally, the

cam

porary triples due to normal at
trition- the aJllOunc ofstudents
who request room changes,
students who crarufer, or who

i.r=��\h! !!c:ni:e��h�m�

Tommy Franco, Micha,/ Buck/,y and Nick Vi//m,uv, Loung, in their tnnporary trip/,.

drop out. In 2005, when the
university_ recorded its record
179 tem porary triples at the
opening of the faJl sem ester, it
successfully worked to dissolve
all the supcrsizcd room s by the
stan·of the spring semestct that
year.
But, for tripled students
whose living quaners do not gee
any less tight after the first cwo
weeks of the semester, the Dc
panment of Housing offers var
ious inc.cntivcs to appease both
the residents and their pa.rents.
Scudcnts still living in tempo
rary triples in m id-September
a.re entitled co a $650 credit co
their bursar's account for every
semester they live in a tem po
rary triple. The Depanm cnc of
Hawing also m arkets on- and
off-campus events co freshmen
living in tem porary triples as a
s
:'�C:,l_ �o�t:t���::r:
roller skating outing, a trip to
watch the Pawrucket Red Sox,
and a discount on RWU ap
pan,l in the campus bookstore
as vuiow incentives directed ac
freshmen living in tem porary
niplcs.
Some freshmen, however, do

not need incentives to enjoy
their supersiz.ed living arrange
Kaitlyn Feraro, a fresh
m an living in a tem porary triple
in Cedar Hall's 2-south wing.
said she enjoys living with her
cwo roommates.
"Honestly, I'm just really
lucky. I like my roomm ara. We
slwe responsibilities for every
thing.• Feraco said.
Shatcd space is a neussity
in Feraco's room...h's kind of
tight. We had to loft ,he extra
bed so wc could fit an extra desk
under chere. There's an extra
dresser in chere. l share a closet
with one of m y roomm ates.
There's a set of built-in drawers
that we all share," Fera.co said.
"I am really lucky because I
crust m y roomm ates. I didn't
expect to be good friends with
my roomm ates, actually," Fe
raco said. "But since we're all
�uished into one room ... it's
like we basically built a little
family."
Another set of roomm ates in
Cedar's 4-notth wing said they
enjoy living in their temporary
tr.!fle, as well.
le worked out fur w. We're
preny m uch the same person.
m ent.

We all love s_pons, we all hang
out with each other. We pretty
much doh't go anywhetc with
out each other," said Nick Vil
leneuve, a freshm an.
"'Everyone knows everyone's
boundaries and all that. Every•
one tries to respect each other
when th '« sleeping when wc
<]
come in, said freshm an Tom 
m y Franco, Villeneuve's room 
m ate.
Franco, Villeneuve, and Mi
chael Buckley, the pair's third
roomm ate, live in a wing of
Cedar with thtce neighboring

��.:� tt��\c!ft:�;:

nity and, despite the room s' size
lim itations, many floormates
accommodate their fellow resi
dents in each other's moms of
ten. The camaraderie among
the freshmen inspired them to
dub their wing "The Hood,"
which is scrawled in blue paint
er's tape on the entrance doors
to the wing.
Buckley said that his ftiend.s
stay in his room so frequently
thac he is growing tired of hav
ing co lct the� in all the tim e.
·we re trymg co gee m ore
keys," he said.
1

Hawks fly at Fall Concert

CIAU MOSIS Herald Reporter
Andy Grammer, singer of the
popular song "Keep Your Head
Up," took die stage on Pao
lino Field at Roget W illiams
Univenity on Sunday, Sept. 4
for the Campw Encertainmenr
Netwonc,, (CEN) Fall Concert.
The copcerr was a pan of
CEN's annual I, 2, 3, Week
end, which is always full of
variow events. Shad, a Cana. d.ian tapper, opened for the
up-and-coming singer during
the barbeque at around 4 p.m.
Grammer wrapped up the
concen near 7 p.m .

I

T:�l��n':5t:1Chairs
dE:.;
Chris O'Keefe and Nico Arias

said, •Andy Grammer was a
no-brainer," regarding how the
anises fur this concert were
chosen. "'Keep You, Head Up'
was mainstream and an obvi
ous up-and-comer, whereas
Shad is an established rap artist
with a good pctformance back
groundand many good songs
under his belt/' they said.
Around 1,300 RWU students
acrended che concert, which
O'Keeli: and Arias said th
ey
were pleased by. Many of these
scudents said enjoyed the con
cert, as well.
"The conc�rt was dope," said
RWU sophomore Jtsse Ramos.
•rve been lisccning co Shad for
a couple years, and he killed
it. He sounded awesome live,
and his freestyle with Andy
was cooler than a polar bear's
toenails."
Ramo, referred to the m o
ment during the concert when

Grammer asked Shad to come

�lik���tMr: anv:1�.:.a�
They then
ceeded to m ake
�
m

�c1:de1G����=!f
"'We Hawks and we fl.yin'."

"'We wam the campw to
be aware of how much Shad
and Andy Grammer loved
our school and the scudcnts,"
O'Kcefe and Arias said. "When
they appeared on stage to
gether, and created a song on
the spot about us, it was a truly
m em orable mom ent."
Ramos even ended up being
m entioned in Shad's freestyle
becawc of his dancing.
"When I got co spread my
wings in the crowd and show
'cm how I gets down, l felt like
Nelly Furtado did when she
sang 'I'm Like A Bird," Ramos
said of his hand m oves, that
co be reminis::� �f��;t.
"We are very happy with how
chis turned our," O'Kcefe a.nd
Arias said. "lhe Fall Concen
is a great tradition on campus,
�nd o�e that students love go
mg co.
CEN is now preparing for
m ore big weekends on cam
pus, the first of which will be
Wicked Weekend in October.
In the spring, they will have
another concert, for which they
have high hopes.
Ramos summed up his experi
ence at the Fall Concert by say
ing it was, "More m agic.al than
a half dozen unicorns playing
freeze tag in a meadow full of
strobe lights."

AllJsoN MANNING
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WREATH :
CO�INS: Former poet
laureate reads famous
U.S. Sen. Reed
poem 'The Names'
speaks on courage

vice to a panel discussion at
the RWU School of Law with
top Rhode Island lawyers, all
of which revolved around the
Common kading spc:iker,
award-winning poet and former
U.S. Poet Laureate Billy Col
lins, whose speech on Tuesday,
Sept. 6 kicked· olf the week of
events.
Collins is a bcst:•sclling au
thor of several books of po
etry, including the 201 1 Com
mon kading, "Sailing Alone
Around The Room," which was
chosen for ics ..thematic tics"
to Sept. 11, according to John
King, Vice President of Student
Allairs. It also marked a fim for
the university: a book of poetry
has · never before been selected
as the Common Reading, ac
cording to King.
During his tenure as U.S. poet
lawcate from 2001 - 2003,
Collins was asked by the U.S.
Congress to compose a poem
to pay. homage to the one-year
anniversary of the attacks. De
spite initially refusing, Collins
u!timarcly wrote "The Names,"
a poem that is dedicated to the
victims, &milics, and survivors
of the utacks, which he has
only publically read a handful
of times.
• On Tuesday night, Col
lins spoke ro an audience of
aroundl,400 students and
university staff, furegoing chc
traditional lecture and opting
instead to read selected poems
from his various works. He pre
c.cdcd each with a quip or an
cc.dorc about the piece. setting
a rdaxcd, comfortable atmo
sphere punctuated with his own

Continu�d from page Al
personal touch.
"The motive for writing a
poem is just so you remember
something," Collins said before
he read one piece. "'So much of
an experience flows down the
riverpf forgetfulness."
Collins read his works for just
over an hour, quietly build
ing the anticipation as his time
on the podium dwindled. At
long last, he treated the hwhed
crowd to what they'd been wait
ing fur. "The Names," which
ended the evening on a solemn
note.
Judging from the applause,
Collins was a hit.
"Billy Collins was fantastic,"
said Allison Chase-Padula, k
sociate Dean of Students and
Director of Conferences. "He
was exactly what we wanted
to help connect the Common
kading to the Sept. 1 1 anni
versary.•
Chase-Padula worked with a
Sept. 11 committtt to spear
head the organiution of the
anniversary's events, which they
began planning last spring. The
committee spent a good deal of
time debating what the U>m
mon Reading book should be.
"We wanted something 9/11
related without it being a book
about jwt 9/ 11 . . . we didn't
want something that dark an d
heavy.
"[Billy] Collins was a way
to keep ir connected," Chase
Padula said. "He had done 'The
Names,' and it tied perfectly to
our vision."
Chase-Padula said it was •un
pomnt to the Sept. 11 tenth
anniversary committee co plan

KEMMY:

Wrestling team earns
notable success in
international match

a variety of events that commemoraced chis imi,orcant an
Continued from page Al
niven.ary by remembering those
lost and honoring those who
vice for the greater public and that was so manifested on that
responded."
day."
•W hen we began discuss- their country," King said.
"Wc think about the random
ing plans for the observance of
King called ro the cc,remony as
this important anniversary, the a "ctt.lmination," in rc�rence to ness of that event and how it
comminee fdr it was extremely the memorial evenu RWU had was that it could have been
im�n.anr co plan activities and been holding since the pmriow anyone whose lives were lost,
depending on which plane was
events that would allow mem- Tuesday.
bees of our campus �mmuni.ty
The .wreath-laying ceremony hijacked, or which building
ro observe the anniversary in I commenced with music from was crashed irico," Farish said
a vuiety of ways, so everyone the Rhode Island Highlander befun: ending his speech. ''And
could find a way to participate Bagpipe Group, during which we think about how horrific it
that would feel most comfort- women handed our remem would be that someone would
able fur them," Chase-Padula brancc pins to the gathering have so much hatred against
us as a society that they would
said. "That is why, when you crowd.
look at the listing of events
Escorts from the RWU ROTC think such an idea was in any
planned, there were educational Cramer Saber Battalion were in way plausible."
Saying that the country must
activities, opporrunities for ser- attendance, as well. Members
vice, an interfaith gathering. a of RWU's a cappella group per grow from its experience, Far
ish introduced Recd, calling
wrcath-laying ceremony to rec- formed the national amhcm.
After King spoke, University him the best person for the
ognizt: first responders, passive
programs like the Wall of Re- President Donald Farish took wk of speaking at this event.
Recd is a Cranston, R.I. nativt.
membrancc in the Commons, the podium.
.
and times for quiet rcBcction."
..lhis has been such a dif- He graduated from West Point
"l'd like to thank the commit- ficult time fur our rountry as Military Academy, and is one of
tee (that organized the events]. we revisit the memories, still only eight U.S. senators to have
They did a terrific job providing all too fresh, of what happened done so. He served for 12 years
a compt'Chcmive set of evenrs to 10 years ago,• Farish S:Ud. ..We and instructed. at West Point
help the community appropri- remember where we were and before becoming a lawyer, and
ately commemorate such a sig- what wc were doing. and how ultimately, a senator.
nificant event," King said.
horrific il" was."
Recd mentioned in his speech
All of the events were wellThe wreath presented at the that America is still losing sol
attended, according to Chase- ceremony, garnished with red, diers, and that people should
Padula, something which she white, and blue, was said to be not jwt dwell on sadness, but
said she fuund rewarding not for remembrance, specifically of that they should also remember
jwt on a personal level, but on a the lives lost.
the courage of those who have
communal lcvd, as well.
"9/11 is a day which we must passed, and be inspi=l by that.
"The whole campus was sup- remember, but remembrance
·ow challeng,, in the days
portive of chc events," Chase- alone is not sufficient," said ahead is to give meaning· to
Padula said. "It was nice to see , U.S. Senator Jack Reed, who those liV<S [lost], and we can do
people oome out and do some- spoke after Farish. ..We mwt that by creating a world when:
thing as a oommunity."
recommit ourselves to the great hope and oppommiry over
task of ettating a more jwt and come fear," Recd said.
decent world, a world in which
hope will overcome the hatred

lleetlou Seuton!
Introducing your Roger Williams
Student Senate 38!

Continued from page Al

looking at everything and mapping a plan for the furun: that
will R12ke RWU athletics one
of the top-100 Division Ill programs in the nation," Kcmmy
said.
Kcmmy
stancd
at
RWU
in
1990 as the
head coach
of the wornen's soccer

or---

five seasons
that
with
team, hc was
named the
head coach
of the wres
tling team.
Kcmmy is
still the head

the oldest distillc,y in Ireland.
Aside from sight-scoing, the
Hawks were also extremely sue
cessful on the mat. The team
wrestled in Derry apnst a team
made
up
of wrestlers
from England,
Ircland, North
Ireland, and
Wales. The
Hawks took

..------.

tory, which
was rcpon
ed on the
BBC North
ern Ireland
o'clock
6
In
News.
Dublin, tlie
Hawks se
h
lu� 11 \J cured a 35-4
:� cl� : ;
Dav, Kemmy. Dirrctor ofAthktics, victory over
team i n adsome of Ire
lntramurtl/s, and Recreation
dition
to
land's best
serving as
wrestlers.
athletic director. As an athlete
During its time there, the
himsdf, Kemmy is a member team held several youth clinics.
of the Rhode Island Wn:scling It also dona\cd wrestling shoes,
Hall of Fame and the New T-shirts, jackets, and sweat
England Wrc,cling Association shirts.
Hall of Fame. In March, he was
"It was a tremcndow apcri
inducted to the National Wres cnce for our student athletes.
tling Coadies Association Hall To be able to explore and live
of Fame.
the Irish culture, going back
This past summer, Kemmy 5,000 or more years, and expe
and the wrcscling team headed rience the troubles in Northern
to Irdartd for competition. Ireland fiflt-hand, this was an
In the 10-day trip, the Hawk, eye-opening experience for our
visited Derry, North Ireland guys," Kcmmy said. "The fact
and Dublin, Ireland. The team that we dominated on the mac
experienced everything from was jwt icing on an incredible
historical visits to slccs like the trip."
Giant's C-auseway, and the site
of "Bloody Sunday," to tours of

-- M�

•elJln Maauel
Vice p.,.•ldeat
Cl••• of 2013

Nick Taimortoa
Pre•ldent
Cl••• of2012

- a �g -

Sh-on Falley
l'lllance
Cla■■ of 2012

Bn,naon. Ma.tin
Student AHahw
Cl-• 012014

n

A.Ille Conn
Secwetary
Cla■■ of 2014

llyaa l'reed
Tnta...-..
Cla•• of 2013

Jamie Good.wick
Publlc Relation•
ca.a■ 01 2012

1 1

Matthew Paige
Mike Bouchie
LeatalLaby
Donovan Cu.rrlel'
Clubs and Org-s Acedemlc Affairs Academic Affaira Parllaanentarlan
Claa■ of 2013
Clas■ of 2013
Class of 2012
Cla■a of 2012

Interested in Football at RogerWilliams?
Greek Life? How about just getting involved?
Come Tallc to us!

Meeti nas Even, Mond ay at 6:30 Pm
In the Senate Chambers
for more information contact us at
stusenate@rwu.edu
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Bristol dedicates 9/11 monument

Steel section from Ground Zero was centerpiece at ceremo�y

Town Council Chairman Ken
to raise a nation, as well as of
ERIC DICK!RVITZ Bristol Phoenix
the dedicacion of members of Marshall views the significance
W ith the steel f rom the World fire depamnencs and police .de of 9/11 as a patrioc and as a
Trade Center a symbol of the partments around the country, parent. With a son serving in
strength and resilience ofAmer many of whom also serve in the Afghanisran, he looked at the
mounted steel monument as
military.
ican people, the most patrioti c
Brian Goodwin, assistant ad a symbol of the country's re
town in the country marked
the 10th anniversary of9/1 l on jutant brigadier general of the silience and the dedication of
Sunday with the dedication of a R.I. National Guard, said chat those who serve in u niform.
memorial to char tragic day on Rhode Island has the second With members of all of Bristol's
which thousand., of people lost hi�est deployment rate Jn the fire companies presenc, along
with representatives of the po
naaon.
their lives.
"Today is a day to remember lice department, Mr. Marshall
"How is it possible that 10
recognfz..ed their efforts.
th
e
m,"
h
e
said.
H
e
criticized
years have passed," Town Ad"As you look at this memo
ministrator Diane Meder&s said the media for not showing of
to the crowd gathered outside ten en ough the horrific footage rial, you will see that the sted
Bristol Fire Department head- of the attack and collapse of the may bend and twist but it will
quaners on Annawamscucc World Trade Center and the jet not break. You are the glue
Road, for a morning ceremony crashes into the Pe ntagon and that binds us as a councry. You
chat began afrer the time of day at a Pennsylvania field. "('That) are all heroes. You are all in
our thoughts and
that both towers
prare�s on a daily
had been struck
by planes but be I suppose that all of us felt a blow . .. that basis.
Payne,
Anneli
fore either had col
our lives were changedforever. Not going who works as a
lapsed.
a((endant,
Against the back about our business would mean that the ffight
stood among the
ground of steel
crowd. Her boy
salvaged
from enemy had won.
friend, Jesse Fer
the ruin s of the
- Dian, Mederos, Bristol Town Administrator reira, was among
Twin Towers, Ms.
the ranks of fellow
Mederos recalled
Bristol volun teer
where she was on
Sept. 11, 200 I, and the days should be shown every day, firefighters at the dedication
immediately following. And she twice a day. Please don't ever ceremony. Although neither
also remarked upon how the lose your support for those men had lost loved ones in the at
country reacted, responded and and women who are in uni tack, Ms, Payne said that every
one was affected in some way,
form."
recovered, yet never forgot.
In the aftermath of 9/ 1 ] , Fire even 10 years lacer.
"I suppose that all of us felt
"It's such an amazing thin g
Chief Bob Manin, who was a
a blow ... that our lives were
changed forever. Not goin g volunteer firefighter In 2001, that things are changed," she
about our business would mean rec.alled the department's desire said. � a flight attendant, she
that the enemy had won," she to help in the recovery efforts at said that her job became more
Ground Zero.
focused on vigilance over f un .•
said.
"We were going to send assis "I still enjoy it, and still go on
At the ceremony, a section of
steel recovered from Ground tance," he said, but New York with the daily routine," she said.
Zero was displayed outside the has such a huge mutual aid sys "There's a new reality of how
fire department headquarters, tem that the deparrment's of the public can be attacked."
Firefighter Jane Dwyer joined
where it will stand in public fer was not accepted. Now the
view for posterity. Supported by town's fire chief. he receives e her fellow firefighters in the
two granite columns, the steel mail notifications of every fire- ceremony- Although she said
e
sits inside a pentagon -shaped
she hasn t been active with the
base, as a monument to hon or r:t hi:��hcrtfe �ili�n:�f department recen tly, she felt
chose who died chat day and to duty. Having received over 60 compelled to attend the morn
chose who contin ue to serve to n otifications already this year, in� event.
Ch,ief Manin said thac those
ng
n the
' I wanted to stand here in uni
�:�� fl t�� b!�e: reminders are a sobering part form to honor the victims," she
the r:tised la�ers orfire trucks of the job. "You stop and think said.
from Bristol and Warren, sym 3.bout {the dan ers). It's impor
,.s
bolic of the cooperation it cakes tant every day.
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Former Providence Police
. RWU staff
ChiefJ. OlllS
!IIC DICK!RVITZ Bristol Phoenix

I

Former Providence Police
Chief Dean Esserman has ac
cepted a position at Roger·Wil
liams University. In the f ull
time, one-year appointment,
Mr. Esserman will assume two
tides. � visiting scholar, Mr.
Esscrman is scheduled to teach
undergraduate courses to first
and second-year students en 
rolled in the School of Justice
Scudies during the fall semes
ter. In his other role, as special
assistant to the president, it is
expected chat he will be called
on to develop some of the law
enforcement programs offered
at the university. Mr. faserman's
tide is listed in the school's staff
directory as distinguished ex
ecutive in residence.
"Having Dean Esserman's

�perrise in the process is ben 
eficiali" said Brian Clark, a uni
versity spokesman. "The oppor
tunity to ca11 upon his expertise
will expand the reach of the
program."
Mr. Esserman has been in
volved with the university in
the past, said Mr. Clark, partic
ularly with the school's Justice
Institute, which offers profes
sional development courses for
those working in the field of law
enforcement.
The fbrmer police chief re
signed his position with the
Providence Police De anment
in June, amid votes orno con 
fidence from the department's
rank and file, as well as his re
sponse to an underage drinking
incident that occurred at his
home.

BRISTOL PHOENIX

Coggeshall Farm's Harvest
Fair is this weekend
IRISlOI. PHOENIX Contributed Article

I

The Coggeshall Farm Mwe
um is holding its largest annual
event, the 38th-annual Harvest
Fair, from lO'a.m. to 5 p.m. Sat
urday and Sunday, Sept. 17 and
I 8, at the f.trm off Poppasquash
Road. The fair features live en
tertainment, unique vendors,
demonstrations of traditional
crafcs, old-time P:ffiCS and
Plmpecitions, food, horse and
donkey rides, and the museum's
recreation of I 8th-century farm
life.
The fair is appropriate for all
ages and ad.niis.sion js $8 for
adults and $5 for seniors 65
and older and children 6 to 12.
Children under 5 are free.
A halhnark of the fair are the
traditional games and compe
titions. Enter a solo contest

like seed spitting or find a part
ner and compete in the saw
bucking competicion . Would
be woodsmen {and woodsla
dies) can test their speed using
a two-man i:ros.scut saw to cut
throudi a log. And, a game of
rug-or..war will get you rubbing
elbows with your neidibors.
New this year is che "Muck
Boot Fashion Show." All ages
are invited to wear their favor
ite pair of rubber muck boots,
rain boots, or Wellies and take
a turn on the barnyard catwalk.
Prizes will be awarded in adult
and children's catego,ries.
Throughout the day, muse
um interpreters will carry out
the sam e work performed on
Rhode lsland f.trms in 1799. All
proceeds from the Fair direcdy
support the muselim's mission.

I
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Officersfrom th, Bristol Fir, Department salutefa/Im soldiers at th, Sept. I I m,morial servir,
h,ld at th, Bristol Fir,D,partmrnt headquarters.

WoRLo NEWs
Russian crash kills 44, including
87 hockey players

A plane carrying o ne of Rus.sia's elite hockey clubs
crashed Ian Wednesday, killing 44 people, includ
ing 37 players. Many of the players were current and.
former ·N.H.L. players and coaches. The private jet
crashed into a riverbank during takeoff near Yarosavl.
The crash, one of the deadliest aviation crashes in
sports history, claimed the lives of nearly all the mem
bers of the Yarosavl Lokomociv team. One of the two
survivors of the crash, Aleksandr Galimov, died Mon
day of his injuries in a Moscow Hospital. The cause of
the crash is still unknown.

German politics slow recovery of
EU �conomy

SF°ExAMINER.COM

After stunning success, Libyan
rebels grab the reins

After months of intense fighting, Libyan rebels
stormed into and took control ofTripoli, Libya's capitol
two weeks ago, Though Colonel Muammar Qaddafi,
the country's ruling dictator for the past 42 years, was
conspicuously mis.sing from the ruling compound. In
his place, a group of 40 rebel leaders have formed a
National Transitional Council (NTC). Over the past
two weeks, the NTC has worked to restore ord er to the
country, taking on the i ntricate and complicated task of
repairing the fractious divide in the country.

All eyes in the European finan cial world are on Ger
many, which holds the keys co drafti!}g the stare of a
solution to the European Union's {EU) current fiscal
calamity. Because all EU countries share the same cur
renq, Greece's national debt default, and Ira.ly's, Por
tugal's, and Ireland's shaky econ omies burden all EU
member nations. � the EU country with the strongest
economy, and therefore the biggest capacity to bail out
its southern neighbors, G ermany has been the maker
and breaker of bail out packages created to keep Greece
afl.oat. Yer domestic political squabbles in Germany
continue to make deciding on defi nitive debt reduc
tion � 1 � a slow , iii
1
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Editorial:
Nirschel scandal still smolders
I
=r!i-

funds, and the 6lming of secret the ankle reported. The results students and their families - the
sex tapes have remained n oth of the robe have not been
e
i
For freshmen settling into the ing more than unsubstantiated made pu\',lie.
�fl� r!�d��� :\[;h
new rhythm of campus life, the conjecture.
It is understandable why the lies. Students and their families
lurid tale of the former universi
That is until recently, when the university is ti ght-li ped abou t invest in this university. We are
typresident rwice-rcmoved who CHRONIC!£ OF HIGHER EDUCA the gory details of Nirschel's shareholders in this institution
left the campus in a cloud of TION pr inted a story shedding personal affairs. Roger Williams of higher education. We have a
scandal and mystery is mostly some light on the events lead University has a new president right to know that our money
likely a story that goes untold. ing up to Nirschel's
was not being misused
Roy ]. Nirschd is probably not resignation.
and that earnest and
a name Aoating around Cedar's
The article reappropriate efforu are
halls or in Stonewall's common
ported that a "secret
being made by the uni
rooms. Nirschcl is old news: the whistle-blower comversity to ensure that
lore of graduated classes past.
hi
nc,
future 6sc.al impropri•
The fact that rhe newest mem �l:� �r:C !on:hs
ety is deterred.
bers of campus see the univer before Nirschd's res
t
sity with vision uncolored by ignation, alleged that
ab�;t iJi�lel's ':;:
the legend of the President who the then-university
marital romantic en
cheated his way straight to an president had sexu
deavors unforrunatdy
b
ally harass�d some
�n�:f'toev!
cloud the moral issue
��i�i;:rar:
femal
e
coworkers,
at hand. The campw
�a
Board of Trustee members.
gave favors to oth
community's superficial
Ever since they noti6cd the ers, spent university
appetite for so'ap opera
v i
0
funds for personal
MARK Fusco storylines about the exr /:: expenditures, and
president's sex life give
ignation, the university �gher was brazen in his behavior to and is generating new strategies the administration justification
ups have worked tirelessly-and the point that pote ntial univer for fiscal and physical growth; for silence. The people who de
with impressive success - to sity donors were deterred from gening mired in the past will serve to know the truth only
keep the full details an d exact g iving to RWU.
not bring the goals of the future seem to exp� desire for the
reasons for Nirschel's apparent
Followi11:g the complaint, u ni any closer any faster.
facts based on a fucation with
6ri ng a secre t. To the chagrin versity officials later hired an
Yet, however unpleasant re passing around judgmental gosof curiow administrators and independent law 6rm to con vealing the truth behind the si
college journalists, the rac:r ru duct an internal investigation, Nirschd allegations might be,
f�en the writer of the-CHR.ONmors of extramarital affairs, anempting to corroborate the i t is something the university 1cu OF HIGHER EouCATION
the embezzling of u niversity claims made in the complaint, should do. It owes honesty to its column focwed more on the
BIN WHITMORE Editor-in-Chief

��;c:,(Nf��rt�h !

racy details than on the 6nan
cial implications of Nirschel's
actions. Over rwo-6fths of the
paragraphs in the anicle direct
ly discussed Nirschel's personal
life. Only two paragraphs dis
cussed how Nirschel may have
inappropriately spent or have
lost the university money.
As time passes and the univer
sity maintains its silence on the
details behind Nirschel's depar
ture, more and more incoming
classes of students will ralk less
and less of the president who
fell from grace. Gossip is an
hemeral pleasure. Eventul
N�sch�1
lowing complacency to stiB.e the •
call for transparency would be
shameful.
The Board of Trwtccs needs
to be reminded that embar�
rassment is temporary. Bring 
. in� immoral abwes ofpower to
light can set a solid foundation
for growth and trust in the fu
ture.
The u niversity's shareholders
need to demand accountability
fur their investments.

:�1 tr!::t:Js.�

SPONSORED CONTENT

Dear Roger Williams University Community:

The Hawks' Herald has a new Facebook page
fro! ���
HERALD no longer means
havin g to wait u ntil Thursday
to pick up a copy of the
rrint edition. Search for
.THE HAWKS' HERALD" on
Facebook and like our page so
the latest breaking_ news and
special content will show up
in your nev."s feed. This week,
the HERALD posted unprinted
photos of Hurricane Ire ne
damage. called out for stude nt
help in reporting stories, and
covered breaki ng nev."s.
n:=

in

e
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The Campus Entertainment Network would like to address
the event of comedian Ryan Reiss on Saturday, September
3rd, 2011. On behalf of the Campus Entertainment Network
and the Office of Student Programs and Leadership, we
feel that we owe you our deepest apologies for Ryan Reiss's
performance and the offensive comments and issues he
brought up Saturday evening.
The Campus Entertainment Network would like to make
the student body aware that we strongly believe in our
·Roger Williams University core values and we felt that Mr.
Reiss did not appropriately reflect the standards and values
we hold here at RWU. The Campus Entertainment Network
books comedians based on reviews, YouTube videos, infor
mation from performance agencies, and advice from the
National Association of Campus Activities. After analyzing
the issue and speaking with several RWU students as well
as all of the CEN board, we acknowledge that Mr. Reiss's
behavior and attitude on Saturday evening were not what
had been reviewed or seen on any video by the selection
team.
As is the mission of CEN with all of our programs, this
event was intended to be an enjoyable experience here on
campus. To ensure that this will not happen again in the
future, our comedians will go through a more extensive
research process; making sure that the Campus Entertain
ment Network informs comedians of the standards and
values of both the University and our organization.
The Campus Entertainment Network deeply apologizes
and hopes that all of you will continue to attend our events.
If you have any questions or comments regarding this mat
ter, please feel free to discuss it with us at cenrwu@gmail.
com.

fuJ:�

Back in April, HERALD
rq,oner Michdle Lee wrote
a feature article on Pura Vida
Bcacdets, the San Diegobased
jewelry
company
whose popular
bracelets
were becomin the rage on
5ie
P
�ida's wfi::e, j;�
bracelet maker links viewers
to Michelle's article on
hawksherald.com. Check us
• out on Pura Vida's website,
www.puravidabracelets.com,
an d click on the link to read
Michdle's anicle an d see
pictures of the now famous
bracclecs.

':£C�

The Hawks' Herald publishes online
Every

Thursday,

when

THE HAWKS' HERJ the printed editions of the

---------•

papers hit the newsstands,
the HERALD'S web team is
hard at work uploading every
article and photograph to our
website, www.hawksherald.
com. Visit w, and comment
on your favorite anicles, share
l inks via Faccbook, see online
only articles and photos from
the week's issue, and see the
full .pdf of the print edition in
our pop-ou t browser. Stop by
often to g et the latest updates.

Sincerely,
The Campus Entertainment Network Board
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TU RF: New fiel ·d allows varsity
tea ms to play und er ligh ts
Continued from page Al

Emblazoned in its middle is
what Vice President of Student
Affalrs John King refers to as a
•V'tf)' nice couch:" a giant hawk
logo, reminding everyone who
enters the a>mplcx just who
owns the twf. "The hawk logo

Weekend in October, where a
stone monument will be dedi
cared in honor of those who
have donated funds to the field.
Donors' nain� will be inscribed
on plaques. on the monument,
according to Kcmmy.

· [Alumni} were very impressed. They

can't wait to play on the fieldfar
alumni games

is the most oommented on,"
King said. "It =lly personalius
the identity of the field fur the
students."
•[The field) also sports a great
vantage point: said Dave Kem
my, Dir<etor of Athletics, lntra
mura.ls, and Recreation. "Ir's an
attraaivc fidd in a nice setting."
The turf field will hold a for
mal opening on Homecoming

"The feedback has been out
sw,ding," Kemmy said. "We
had a few alums here the past
couple of wedtcnds watching
the soccer and lacrosse games,
and they were very impressed.
They can't wait to play on [the
field) fur alumni games."
The field is open for recre
ational use from 12 p.m. until
3 p.m. seven days a wee� uni�

M.w< Fusco

Th, mrni soccer ttam took on Framingham State Univer,ity in a Tuesday Night Light, match.
Th, Haw/ts went on to win thegame 4-1.

Men's soccer nets 8 goals in
dominant win over conference foe
I

(WUIIAWll5.CIJM Cont!lbuted Artlde
The �er Williams Unlver
ens Soccer team began
�onwealth Coast Confer
ence play with a convincing 8-1
win against Ea.stern Nazarene
College on Saturday afternoon.
lt did not r.uce long for the
� tu .Jog ..tb,eir .fuat ,oor,
o � board, with Daniel Ca
rwo rtotchlng a score on a pen
alty kick in the fifth minute. A
handball on a cross in the box
gave Caruso the fm: try, which
he convened co pur the Hawks
u1 J,\' one. Less than cwo min
ul<S later, Andres Daza headed
in iaoss by 11am Isleib into the
ridic corner of the goal to give
R� a 2-0 lead.
Ill the I 0th minute, Caruso
added his second scor, of the
match, taking a pass from Daza
on the left side of the box and

dropping in a shoe to the right
corner. Six minutes lacer, Paul
Anne placed a long pass over
mid6dd to a running Trevor
Hoxsie, whb was able to beat
the Lions' keeper one-on-one a
score co put die Hawks up by a
4-0 score.
The Hawks would add two
mon: ..,,tts in the half by Billy
�lb the 20�mimtte and
one mor, by Caruso in the 30th
minute for his first career hat
uick.
1n the second half, Cooper Al
lebrand notched his first colle
giate goal less than two minutes
into the period to make it a .sev
en-�al lead. Ea.stem Nazarene
would end the shutout with a
goal in the 65th minute by Josh
T<aplan, putting the Lions on
the boa.rd for the first time on
the day. Yet the Hawks would

get the goal right by in the 67th
minute on Allebrand's second
soorc of the game.
Eastern Nazarene had a c.ouple
of opponunities in the game
to bring the score closer. Chris
Scearbo took the ball down the
middle of the field in the I 0th
minute but misfired co the left
r>tt · hi> --attempr. In "mt" 'Mtlr
.llWIU�,IJ�W.,..W
be blocked by Andtt Gittens to
keep the Lions at bay.
Jon Pelloso earned the win for
the Hawks, making two saves in
the first hal( Tom Mangels and
Kevin Oliveira both split time
in the second half for RWU.
Andrew Carlson, Henry Gould,
and Scott Boucher each added
an as.iist for the Hawks. Ea.stern
Nazan:ne's Jake Johnson took
the loss, making five saves in
the game.

Frrshman CooperAllebrand (25) contendsfor a htadtr with a Eastern Nar,arrn< Co/kg, player.

Men's Cross Country
9.3. 1 1 1 7:00 p.m.
at Emmanuel CoUege Invitational
1st / 3
Men's Soccer
9.13.11 j 7:00 p.m.
vs fruningham State
W 4-1
9.10. l l j 1 1:00 a.m.
vs Ea.stern Nazarene
W 8-1

9.8.11 ' 7:00 p.m.
vs Rhode Island Col.
W 3-1

luczynski and Lothe
honored as CCC Athlete
and libero of the Week
I

RWUHAWIS.CIJM CDnrriburecl Artide

Sophomor, Kry,tie Luaynski
was named the Commonwealth
Coast Conkrence Co-Pt.ye, of
the Week in Volleyball and ju
nior Kdsec Loche was named
the Libero of the Week. The
Hawks scarred the week with a
3-0 win over Emmanuel. Then
went 3-0 in the RWU Invi
tational where Luczynski was
named tournament MVP.
Luczynski started the week
with nine kills on 18 anempts
for a .444 hitting percentage
while aiding the Hawks defense
with five digs and two blocks.
In the opening match of the
RWU Invitational against Riv
ier College, Luczynski totaled
five blocks and 23 kills fur a
.487 hitting petcentage. She
posted yet another i�pressive
hitting percentage against NYU
Polytechnic achieving a .450
with 11 · kills on 20 attempts.
In the final march of the day
again.st the University of New
England, Luczynski helped the
Hawks roll over their in�con-

FALL SPORTS TEAMS' RECENT REsULTS
Women', Cross Counay
9.3. 1 1 1 7:00 p,m.
at Emmanuel CoUegc Invitational
2nd I 4
9.13.11 j 6:30 p.m.
at Clark
W 1-0 (20T)

9.10.l l j l:00 p.m.
vs Ea.stern Naurcne
W 4-0

Women', Volleyball
9.13. 1 1 [ 7:00 p.m.
vs Connecticut Col.
W 3-0 (26-24, 25-13, 25-19)

9.10.11 1 3:00 p.m.
vs Univ. of New Engl.and
W 3-1 (25-9, 17-25, 25-12, 25-13)

9.10. 1 1 1 1 :00 P·'!'·
vs NYU-Polytecb.riic
W 3-1 (25-15, 20-25, 25-21, 25-21)

9.10. l l j ll :OO a.m.
vs Rivier
W 3-2 (25-l0, 25-23, 22-25, 25-27,
1 5-12)

9.10. 1 1 I 9:30a.m.
at 3rd Women's Toni Deusrch Trophy @
MIT in FJs
4th / 14
Sailing

fercnce competition in a non
conference match with 10 kills
on 20 attemprs fur a .400 hit
ting perc.encage. For the week,
Luaynski racked up 10 digs, 10
blocks, and 52 kills with a .454
hitting percentage and an aver
age of3.52 kills pet set.
Winning the CCC Libero of
the Week award for the second
week in a row, Kelsee Loche an
chored a defense that held op
ponents to a .103 hitting per
centagc during the 4-0 week fur
the Hawks. Loche collected I 4
digs and twoservice aces against
Emmanuel. She had her best
performance of the season with
37 digs and 3 aces in the five
sec victory over Rivier. She fol
lowed that up with 25 and 27
dig performances against NYU
Polytechnic and University of
New England. For the w,:ek,
Loche had I03 digs and 9 ser
vice aces yielding an impressive
6.44 digs per set average with
0.56 aces per set. She posted a
.949 serve receive percentage as
well.

-

9.10.11 j 9:30 a.m.
vs Mt. Hope Bay Invitational, Southern
Series One @ RWU in FJs
1st, 5th, 8th, 10th, / 15
9.10. 1 1 1 9:30 a.m.
ar 69th Pine Trophy Sloop Elims @
Coast Guard in Co!gar, 26',
5th / 8

9.10.l l j 9:30 a.m.
at 39th Harry Anderson Trophy @ Yale
in 420s
13th / 20
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Looking back at where we stood
Nearly half our lifetime, ago. the World Trade Center

wu violently removed from one of our nation's most
iconic skylines.
A decade ago, America was attacked by a foreign
threat on our own soil, wing our own jets, shattering
our sense of invincibility and caking the lives of over
3,000 American:, in a mere rwo hours' time.
& editors of Tm H.Awics' HERAlD, we have spent

much of the last two weeks sifting through countless
images illustrating che single worst terrorist attack in

our nation's history. Those images serve as a harsh re
minder of why we carry the memory of that September
morning so vividly.
Throughout our schooling, we arc taught about cat
astrophic events in human history that seem beyond
comp rehension, let alone reality. The reason for learn
ing :ibout these atrocitiC5 is simple: we must remember
these evils of humanity because as soon as we forget,
we open the door for these evils to happen again,
Our hope is that we not only remember tfi.is histori-

9/1 1 Opinion
Memorial sdrs mixed emotions

PAGE B4

cally tragic day, bur more imponantly, that we remem
ber how we as Americans were able to 6nd immense
strength and courage in our darkest hour.
On September 1 1 , 2001, we as Americans were dealt
a horrific blow. On September 12, 200 I , we reeled as a
nation and began to stand back up. Ir is essential that
we continue to remember the fallen, even as the pain
fades and we move forward with our lives.
Ten years later there is a scar on the hearts of millions.
but we still stand together - united as a nation.
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One poem at a time: Billy Collins

AMANDA NEWMAN Managing Editor
THE I-IAwxs' HERALD sat
"'1wn with th, 201 I Common
&ading author, Billy Colllns, for
an txc}u.sive interview.
Colllns, hown,er, twitched th,
rola, asking ifwe could par, a
piece ofpaper.

I

HH: Do you always keep
atuJf on you to write witM
BC: Almost always. I'm reaching
for my pocket for a pen, and be
cause I used to have a tiny note
book that's not with me right
now •.. there's a phrase people
use; they say 'when you sic down
to write.' I've n ever sat down to
write. I've never sat down and
said, 'OK, time to commie
an act of literature: I'm going
write a poem. I wually come to
the desk with something, and
wually the something I come
with is like a note I've written
in a notebook, or an observa
tion, or a line, or something
like that. People talk about fac
ing the blank page. I n ever face
the blank page because I begin
to write on it immediately. For
me, poetry isn't something chat
cakes place only at the desk; it
cakes place throughout day. I
thin k the written
are is ac
tual composition of the poem
. . . it's the result of ,omething
that's going on ducing the day.
It's a vigilance of paying atten 
tion co what's going on around
you. lnsc�_d o�twc bei� a lit
erary act1v1ty, Its more like an
existential activity. It's pan of
your everyday life, developing a
knack co see things i n a certain
way.

tee nage angst is gone, and you
HH: How long have you
kind of settle down a bit, and
been writing poetry?
BC: One staru as an adofescent, for some reason people con
I think. And forrunately, luck- tin ue. I think there's probably
ily, most people stop writing af- a little bit of competitiveness in
ter adolescence, bee.awe each of . ic, why people con tinue to write
us is born with 300 bad poems post-adolescent poetry.
in us, And adolescence is a good
HH: 'Where were you on
place to get rid of as many of
September 1 1, 2001?
those as you can. I think most
people start writing [poetry] BC: I was walking the dog
sort of the way people used to around my howe in Westches
keep diaries, son of a log of ter, N.Y. Actually, we drove to
your subjectivity, or something a lake, and we walked around
this lake, and the dog and I
to do with when you're I3 or
whatever and you're developing were drivi,ng back to the howe,
some other dimension of your and there was something on the
sel£ There's a son of thought news abou t a fire in the World
fulness, subconciousness, that Trade Center, and [, with my
comes in, along with all the hor antique sense of optimism,
1
rible ingredients of adolescence, thought, Oh, someone proba
and what arc you goin g to do bly threw a cigarette in a waste
with all this stuff? You ca n not basket or something and scancd
do anything about it, but one a fire,' but when I got home, the
thing to do is to write, develop phone was ring!ng, and I rurncd
a habit of externalizing some of on the TY, and I spent the day
che scuff that's going on within in front of the TY, like everyone
you. lhat's why there's so much else.
Bue the night before that,
bad, well, high-school poetry.
Sept. I0, I hacl a book party for
the book everyone read here,
HH: Because teenagen are
SA.ILING AwNE AROUND THE
filled with
BC: -laughs• Yeah, its like teen RooM. That was the laun ch
ag e angst, you know, they're parry; it was at George Plim
going into the world, th�'ve ton's howe, he's the editor of
never dealt with this before,
THE PARIS REvlEW, and it was
overlookin g the East River,
and they're thinking 'no one
can be this lonely, no one could and a whole bun ch of people
be th.is confused, I'm experienc were there, Paul McCan ney
ing things that have never been was there, with Heather Mills,
experienced by humanity, and and a bunch of others . . . and
I need to express this with im there was a terrible storm that
ages of trees and thunder and night, and it was so violent that
lighting, and ink from a tmoo people almost stopped party
parlor' ... but for some reason, ing, and people came to the
some people like me continuc windows overlooking the Ease
writing. Because it's like all the River, looking at the thunder

anP.a.

and ui;uning and the lashin g Your reading of the book will h,e
rain. And that was the storm different than any other person s
reading of the book, and no twO
that left overnight, and the next
morning left perfectly- they ac- comments will be the same. It's
rually staned calling it 'terrorist that kind of interactive sense of
weather' - perfectly clear, blue reading that says you're not jwt
skies. But chat was the storm on the receiving end of an au
that blew everything out, and thor's work, but you're panici
among these phone calls the pacing in the book by i ncluding
your subjective reactions in the
next day, someone said to me,
'Well, that's the last party we'll margins. I think that kind of
be going to for a long time,' reading is really imponant. It
and it was. That was one of the helps to be skeptical and criti
things thac changed - people
cal, to say 'no.'
stopped socializing for a bit "af..,
HH: What advice would you
ter that. But it was an odd time
give to people who want to
to have a big book launch, the
write poetry!
night befoce [the attacks].
BC: I'm very skeptical of MFA
there's
nothin g
HH: W hat's the best piece of programs;
wron g with t hem: at the very
advice you've ever receivedr
ca
n
teach
y
o
u
a great
BC: -Pauses- Well, I think 'al least, they
ways buy cwo bottles of wine in  er appreciate for poetry, make
stead ofone,' that's practical ad you a better reader, but they
vice . . . I think the only advice can't make you a poet. I would
I've gotten chat really counted suggest pursuin g something dif
was - and I can't pinpoint it to fere nt, and just do your poetry
on che side, when �u're not
one time- was teachers encour
aging me co read, and it's cer working. If you're really meant
tainly the only way to improve to be a writer, you'll be a writer,
as a writer. More specifically, I no ma tter what you're doin g in
think, taking notes i n the mar terms of career.
gins; I'm very much against the
HH: So what's nen fur you!
highlighter, especially the yel
low, or worse, the pink high BC: I just had a book come out
lighter, because ic looks like ihis in April, and my next book is
yellow mess against the book, going to be a new and collected
and you're just leaving this sore Ledition], which is a gathering
of slime, its like the slime trail of the best-of from three or four
of a snail . . . but if you read previous books. le should be
with a pencil, the expressive com.i�g out in abou t two years
possibilities certainly broaden , . . . it'll have abou t 25-30 new
because you can take notes in poems, too. It's one poem at a
the margins, and then, instead .,time.
of jun having the book, you
have the book and your read
ing of the book in the margins.

N ationa l news the l oca l
i m pact of H u rri ca n e I re n e

.AM R'1TVt rtf
Johnson Hill Road in South Royalton, Vt. bears th, damag, ofseverrflooding that mulud in Hurricane /r,ne\ aft,rmath

GllfflNLAIBANCEjHeraldReporter
Ea
ch year, Roger Williams
University looks to have their
move-in weekend be one that
srudents will enidy and remem'
r many Stud cnts, this
ber, and ror
ycai's opening weekend will be
onc that they will remember for
a long time.
On Aug. 26, the parking lots
on campus were filled with
minivans and pick-up trucks
unloading bags and boxes for
the first day of freshmen move
in. The sun and 80 degree
weather that day was the exact
opposite of what the university and most of the cast coast
was in for over the following
week. Just five days earlier, a
tropical storm ·brewing off the
coast of the U.S Virgin Islands
was �nning to attract atten tion from meteorologists along
the eastern seaboard. As Hurricane Irene slow made her way
x
up che coast, ama•;
c-ng many
coastal houses and properties
in the North Carolina and Vir�
ginia area, campw officials at
R
WU bega n to prepare to take

the hit from the storm.
for some RWU students, sitting through the hurricane was
stress-free and relaxing due
to the cancellation of classes.
But for others, like senior Ala
Honkala, life durin g the storm
was spent thinki· ng about how
their hometowns were managi�
ilc Rhode Island cxperien ed a large amount of wind
and some rain, Vermont, Connccticut, New Jersey and upState New York experienced
some "of the worst ffooding in
over a century.
"My house was fine, but my .
brother's house in South Roylton, Vt. was heavily damaged
along wich his truck," Honka.la
sai d Shc said tha t her brother's
truek was deemed totaled due
to waccr damage. His car and
his house accumulated over
$lO,OOO in insurance claims.
Most of southern Vermont
.
pcrienced weatber conditions
h
t � t rcsul ted in rescue workers
hcmg unablc to reach homes for
· faamiup to two weeks f,orcmg
'

lies to abandon their properties. shelters limited, many families
"I wanted to go back home are turning strangers into good
the following w eekend to help
friends.
out but I physically couldn't get
"My brother has people dropto some places in m town," pin g stuff of at his house all the
Honkala said. She aided chat c1'me.· food, wacec and even ass
some places were so bad, that rt
ro, w1'ndo·""" that were j;m-·
water was coming onto the sec- aged, all ac no cost," Honkala
and floors of buildings.
said.
Many residents along the east
While families in che northern
coast are not only recovering states battled high floodwaters,
from the damaging effects, bur students here on campw were
are now bein g hurt by the after able to stay safe within their liveffects.
ing areas. The university post"Vermont is a huge farming paned all ¥ erclassmen move
P
state and with all ofthe flood- in until after the storm had
ing and power outages, crops passed so the only residents on
and milk were lost around the campus during the ac tual storm
southern portion of the sta te," were RAs, athletes, student or. .
.
H onkala said.
n
and
,',�on,,!�presen ,at1ves
Many bus,·n'-"
••ses and shops ga
c e leza
th
n re r1
....,h men class_
were ruined by the floodwaters
Freshma n Jimmy Kottage said
tha t rose to record heights withhe felt like the school did exin hours of the storm lii tting the actly what th should have in
ey
northeast.
terms of the condi tions. " [The
According to the National school] kc [ us up to dace wi th
Weather Sen-ice, the estima te all Of thc c�anges ·m schedu1·mg
damage for the United States and even ts by the means of text
from Hurricane Irene is said to messaging and phone calls,"
reach beyond $11.l billion dol- Kottage said.
Iars. Wi th food shortages and
K.ottagc,
originally
from

souther n Connecticut, said that
it was a little hard co be away
from home for the first time as
were getting a large por
t1on of the heavy rain and wind.
"I was a blc to kecp in P hone
commun ication with my family, which helped a lot," Kottage
said.
Now, more than two weeks
after the storm, RWU students
have seen fairly little damage on
campus due co diligent work
from the maintenance and
grou nds crew throughout the
weeks following the hurricane.
W hile Rhode Isla nd and some
other coastal areas arc recover· fast, ma ny "
mg
vermonc, New
York and New Jersey towns arc
still withou t aid. Honke.Ja said
she feels as though with the
help from families and friends,
n h
II ev
all
b�r1r:, :h�t"3iey ;�: b:f:
the S torm.
•�
1owns like my hometown got
hit hard bu t no ma tter the dam•
age, a community can bounce
b ack firom anything if people
help ouc," she said.
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Webs ite a l lows stude nts to find books on ca mpus

plaints about textbook prices,"
IIKHEllf l!E lte!ald Reporter
L'Europa said. The nature of
prices,
tuition
Increasing
these complaints became the
lavish meal plans, dwindling
basis fur the compilny he started
spending money and overpriced called Books On My Campus.
textbooks: there arc roo many
"It always felt good when one
expenses and not enough in
of my friends had the book I
come for the broke Roger Wtl
needed, and I could easily ob
liams University student,
tain the rotbook," L'Europa
For RWU graduate Brandon said. "Books On My Campus
!:Europa, buying textbooks and
alms co make students fed this
waiting for them to be shipped
way every time they purchase
was the only way to get cheap
ccxrbooks."
textbooks, but was a pr� he
Books On My Campus adver
said he found "aggravating".
tises itself as a "free service that
"I never had time to wait
allows students to post and find
around for [books] to be
books on their very own cam
shieped." !:Europa said.
pus" without the hassle of wait
Afrcr «Aduation in May of
ing for the books to be shipped
201 1, l:Iluropa, who was a
and it does this with more af
global communications major,
fordable prices than competi
was constandy thinking of new
tors.
business i deas that revolved
The se rvice works the same as
around m�ng today's practices
Amazon.com or Chegg.com,
and exchanges e.asicr.
where studen ts first sign up
"After four years of college,
on the website and then select
I heard my fair share of com-

j

I

features of the e-books."
MKHELLE LEE Herald Reporter
Tracey said she enjoys hav
Emily Tracey, a Roget Wil ing e-books much more now
liams Univers.icy senior, has because she can enjoy out
d,cided co cake a different door reading without worry
approach to renting her text ing about the wind. The linle
books. After receiving an iPad tbi�, such as beiog able to
for her birthday, Tracey decid cake notes in a hard-copy
ed to buy all of her textbooks textbook, are still available on
thls semester as e-books to give
Tracey's iPad.
the new medium apwice.
"Through [the company]
"Penonally, I love being able
Kno, I CUI cake a note, and
ro l!hvsic:ally rum the page of highlight, and it wiU store it in
a hoolc.. k gives me a sense of
an electronic notebook where I
accomplishment knowing that
can see every note I rook. and
I've done 'this much' reading,"
from what p�e it carrie from,"
Tra:21 a public relations major,
Tracey said. I've used it In
:
said. But I'm surprised by how
dass where we discuss things
much I've adapted to usi ng the

No money, no
problem:
I nternships that
are worth it

hometown, Beverly, Ma,s., and
IIIISEl'-j lte!ald R,port,tis going back this winter for
For most college students enthree or four weeks. The i ntern •
teeing their junior and senior
ship, like most, was unpaid, bur
yean, landiog that key internn
ship is a dream come true. In• � ':ili� �&;\t�:Y�
f
•t
scead ofbussing cables or scoopget paid at all and still lc,ved it
ing ice cream, you .,., knee-dee
and could see myself working
in your indwuys wading poor.,
there really says something," she
slowly taking steps into the
said. "Even though they didn't
deep end. For public relations
y us, they still made w fed
pa
major Mary Concannon, the
appreciated."
experience was worth more
In addition to Concannon ,
than anything:
foll{ other interns worhd the 9
"Like any internship, I had to
a.m. to 6 p.m. shift every day.
do my fair s hare ofgrun t work,'"
Three of the five were assigned
Concannon said. "But I would
to one of the specialized teams
write a lot of pitches . for them
(Concannon was assigned• to
and press rele.ascs. It was cool
the beauty team); the fuurch
to sec the p1tchcs I would wme
was on the event planning sea.ff,
aaually be oonvincing and end
_and the fifth was s�tioned at
up in a newspaper somewhere .
the &o-?t desk, actmg as the
Most places wouldn't let an ingen�ral mtern.
tern do 10mething like that."
Th� semester, �oncannon
The Boston PR firm, Marlo
conttnues ro �1ftly move
Marketing Communiaufons,
ah�, as sh� aq�red a year
fur which Concannon interned,
long mtern�1p with FM �lob.
is a oonsumer fi rm made up of a ,
al, a worldwide prope ny i nsur
12-person team. The three .sec•
ancc oompany h eadquancrcd in
tion.s _ consumer, restaurant,
hnston, I
and beauty - represent a range J'!
�: ;
I was o�1gmally attracted t�
.
rr
of clients ranging from Na a•
It becawc lt pays S 19 an hour,
gansett Brewing Company to
Concan non said. •1 have my
Starbucks Coffee Company:
own cubicle and stu!(", I feel re
.
Concannon, a senior, w�rks
�y im rtan t there, she added
on campw for Professor Amiee
J:
with a �ugh .
Shelton and as a Resident AssisEst�blJShing oneself in public
wit for the fifrh floor of Cedar
relations is not easy. Concannon
Hall. Concannon cam e across
pressed her desire to wo_rk �r
Marlo Marketing Communica- �
eith er Marlo, or a firm like n,
tions by way of a trip to Bosto n
after i;raduacion,_ ' but shared
she helped plan two years ago.
e pomt �c bcmg gcnumely
On the trip, Concannon was in �
m temtcd. m yo_ur clients is �he
the group that did not end u
ey
to .succeeding and staying
.
visiti� Marlo, but the fcedbac£ k
h
y m her field of work.
from lier peers on the company
zi'
ncanno? also extended a
was enough to pique her interword of advice to younger pubes t.
Ii� r�lations majors at RWlJ:
"'Everyone was raving about
Join PRSSA and rake advan
the place, and how nice every.
tagc 0� opporru nmes on .cam
one was,n Concannon said. "So,
pus. lts all abouc cxpcntna:,
.
I kind of looked into it and read
l ntcrnshtps arc so key. You don t
their blog and researched it a
really understand what you're
linle bit and applied •
ning in class until you apply
!�
�
She spent the su mer com
It.
muti ng to Marlo from her

the campw they arc on. From
the�. the user on Books On My
Campus can search for books
they will need from other RWU
students who may have posted
that book ro sell. If a user is in
terested in buyin a book someJ
ay
se
1 :i c-�
�:n:!a �!;.. an
form will allow them co contact
the student selling the speci6c
book needed.
to pay
Currently, the only
meet
for the books is throu
ing with the other sru enc and
exchanging cash, but !:Europa
and his team are working with
PayPal to create secure credit
card-based c:xchanges for the
furu�.
"Since oui launch in late Au
gust, we have about 500 us
ers," LEuropa said. The service

wt

�:t1��:i S1aC:�:..s:t���
0

have received praise on the idea

Buying and selling books on your campus made easy

5

chc po-

:'�i:;:'/th� ��c.�
L'Europa and his team have
also created an iPhone appli
cation that allows the users to
scan a books ISBN number and
instantly post the -book fur sale.
The application also works that
rhc user can scan the book and
sec if anyone is selling it.
"If you're selling a textbook,
why ship it across the country

through the readings and it's so books besides the fact that she
is straining her eyes for long
much be tter."
Compared to Amazon.com periods of time and that some
and sites such as l!Europa's, textbooks -arc hard to find in
Tracey finds that e-books are electronic form.
"That is probably the most
relatively the same price.
"Comparativdy, ihc books annoying pan/ Tracey said.
arc about mid-range price wise "In getting all these books,
between rentinij a book and most of them are through dif
buyin.g it new, Tracey said. fcrenr websites or download
"Somccimes it's chea r to rent able ·'libraries,' so I've had to
r
it and have the boo shipped, keep a tab on what books are
but then that would take away th rough what medium,,.
The company Kno has been
from my whole point of cutting pou�ds away from my very,helpful in assisting Tracey
finds e-books, she said, allowbaclcpack.
Tracey has mostly positive ing its we n to request books if
things to say about renting e- • th ey don't have it. The RWU

BooKSONMYCAMPUS.C:OM

when students on your cam
pus need your book!" !:Europa
said.
Students can access Books On
My Campus by logging on co
and
booksonmycampus.com
can find more information on
the service on their Faccbook
page tided "Books On My
Campus.•

bookstore now offers e-ibooks
for select books required for
various cla.ucs offered on cam
pus.
Tracey wouldn't reoommend
buyi_ng an iPad for the'sole pur
pose of buying e-books, how
ever she docs advise trying it
out if anyone is already an iPad
owner.
"It's a linle better on your·waJ
let, and it helps you get from
one end of campw to the next
without throwin11, your back
out in the prooess, Tracey said.
"The software is amazing and
J:m looking forward to seeing
how well it pans out."

RWU student travels ·a broad
to Italy for a semester
11111 SQJD

I Hera�

�tributor

pada:d. Repeat.
Brin.g_a_few buic items yo_u can
wear different ways: dark Jeans,
sweaters, t-shiru, and two pairs
of shoes. Black is good. Every
one wears black i n Europe and
it doesn't get as diny as Ji,-Jncr
items. I guarancec you wilfhur
stuff once yt,u get there. Theres
an H&M within walking dis
tance ofanywhere in Europe, so
you arc good.

After months of planning,
shopping. and anticipating the
2. Download Skype
moment of your arrival abroad,
it happens. Almost without
Using an acruaJ phone is in
warning. you arc on a plane
credibly expen.sive (both with
that will soon be land_ing. The
your international plan and any
rcali:r.ation hits that you will not
phone you purchase i n your
be studying ar Roger Williams
host country). Skype, on the
Un iversity for a semester. What other hand, is free. And you
about your friends? Will they
can video chat with family and
ma.kc new friends while you're
friends. If you add money ro
gone? Your name will be men•
Skype, you can call an actual
tio ncd less and less u ntil even
phone as opposed to just being
tually it is not mentioned at all.
able to call oth er computers.
Take a deep breath. Be ac ease.
Do you remember how you
3. Don't book yow weeke nd
were getti ng tired of Bristol?
trip to Barcelona quite yet ...
It was getting less quaint and
more dull after two years of
Wait until after the first week
bumming around town, hang
of class, when you get a sense
ing out in the .same places with
of what yow schedule feels like
the same people day after day.
and tak.C into account any field
Being abroad is your chanai to
trips for your classes (which arc
find yourself It is your chance
mandatory). Rescheduling your
to eat, pray and love before your
personal travel is often expen
midlife crisis. Think of going
sive or impossible. That being
abroad as an answer to your im
said ....
pending quarter-life crisis.
Hc1 arc some things to keep
.
4. ... Book your independent
m mmd to make your cxperi�
• travel as soon as possible
ence all the be tter.
I .You•� probabb- overpacking.

L�ggage i.s expensive if h
weighs more tha n it should.
The general rule is 50 lbs. per
checked bag. Most airlines al
low one checked b g and let
a
you pay fur a second. You will
be carrying your own bags,
probably up stairs. Keep that in
mind when you pack a fourth
pair of boors.
Pack your suitcase. Wait rwo
days. Look at the oonten cs: and
remove 40% of the stuff you

Once you have your schedule
sorted and have triple checked
the weckt:nds you arc doing
50mething school-related, look
for places you would like to
go. Companies like Bus2AJ ps
or EuroAdventurcs have trips
planned for students to a vari
ery of locations departing from
your city. The nice thing about
using them is the acoommoda
tions are generally liv:able, you
do not have to worry about
bus or railroad strikes, and they
will book any tours or cultural
activities you would like to par-

ticipate in. However, � can
sometimes be mo�e expensive
than traveling independently.
5. Be sman

You are not in. Bristol any
more. Do not go
here
· t and
alone, especially at ni€
er you
even more especially
have had anything to drink. If
you make foolish choices, }'OU
could risk coming home with
out your wallet or pa.sspon or
not coming home at all.
6. Take advantage of every
thing you are offered

It is unlikely that you will be
able to have the freedom to
travel and enjoy a foreign coun
try like you would now. With
that being said, if an oppottU
nicy presents itself, take: it. Ypw
host in.scitution will probably
organize day trips and cultural
activities. Some of them may
seem lame, but you will end up
enjoying yourself and be h�ppy
you went. Your twenties are the
cimc when it is okay to drop ev
erything and just get on a train
to somewhere just because you
have always wanted to.
7. Jump in

So what if you do not speak
the langu age? Try ro do it any
way. The attempt will go a long
way )Vhc n tryin g to conduct
yowseJf with the locals. Do not
be that ugly American who ex
pects everyon e to speak English.
Try "to avoid pointi ng at things
and nodding. And yelling In
English will not make your
meaning any clearer. Find out
w�ere the natives go co eat and
dnnk and then go there. Avoid
rcscaurams near touristy places.
They arc usually mediocre and
always overpticed. Lose yourself
in the city and find a new you.

INIONS I
RACY STACY: BACK TO BASICS
A little b/,ack dress, bright red lipstick, and
true love; some things nevergo out ofstyl,e

WY STACY Hf�� Contributor

I

This summer, I worked at a
job that was a oonsrant n:mind
er of why I will never drop
out of college. Ir may seem
all ftidfy and fun, but believe
me when I say that working at
an ice aeam shop is no joke.
Throughout the four sticky
summers that I spent con6ned
co a 800 square-foot, c.onfec,
tionary parlor, one specula
tion continued co baffle me:
why-out of all the ice cream
flavors that you have ro choose
from- would you choose to
order vanilla?
I silently scoffed and judged
these people, as I turned my
back on them to scoop their
unimaginative, bland ice
cream. I would place It on
1the counter with a smile and
cell them to have a nice day,
while privately feeling sorry
for them. "Those poor people,"
I thou!d,t. "They don't know
what they arc missing our on.
They a.re obably '!"' ,cared to
J.:
=uld n"!;r� like th.i:s,"
I vowed to m)'!<lf. "I will be
advcncurous. I will cry every
thing."
Then, one day this sum
mer, as I was pacing
Boors
of the empty shop on a qqiet

'7i

the

ary as: "serving 2S a SCllldard
ofexcellence or of recognized
value"; 2) ddined by me as:
something that is so freaking
awesome that it wiU be around
forever and loved by almost
everyone.
Ju I stood there, leaning
against the cool frost of the
frcc:zer, enjoying my redis
covered snaclc, I realiu:d that
thing, a.re labeled as classic fur
a reason. They aren't hiduy
regarded just because. They
arc CVCJ'}'Onc's favorites because
they an: the best.
I have always had an uncon
ventional oudook on love. I
have always been a believer,
whUe forcing mysdf to be a re
alist as well. To prevent myself
from being hurt, I would keep
my guard up and my expecta
tions low. For years, I felt like I
was watching as all the people
around me scrambled to get
into rclacioruhips or keep their
drowning rclarionship$, afloat.
And jwt like the vanilla-icc
cream-buyers of the world, I
felt sorry for them. I was sym
pathetic to the ha that they
felt lilo: they needed to be in a
relationship to be hafPY· Why
bother? Why didn't they t<aliu:
that it was easier co �c on your
own?
Every piece of litcrarure we
read from Romeo &: Juliet, to
Gone with the Wind, to Twi
light, every movie we watch,
r:very song we hea.r beckons
us co believe chat our lives will

EDITOR

AArtiano5l2@g.rwu.edu

C-\'sT CET E1'.0ULH
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SENIORITIS:
A way to deal with a lost soul!t

glasses raised to "living up.•
!trikes scni?rs. Symptom.,;
unYN PflOCTOI Features Editor
13rand new textbooks will be
in.dude lazmcss, an O'ICr-cxc.overcd. in dust. Notebooks
cCSSive wearing of trick pants,
I had no idea chat c.ollegc
will be filled with half as many
old athletic shirts, sweatpants,
would suck so much of my
soul out of me. I knew it would athletic shorts, and sweatpants. notes than you have ever taken
Also features a lack of studying, for a class. You can try and ask
be ha.rd work to obtain the
repeated absences, and a_ gener- for an extension from a profcsgrades that I received in high
sor but after years of dealing
school, but never in my wiTdcst ally dismissive anhudc. The
with this phenomenon them�
only known cure is a phenomdreams did I think I would
selves, they will see right
_
suffer from so much
__
___
__
_______
through your excuses.
sleep deprivation,
Forget about
Ifound that Jackie's Galaxy's lunch
call'eine overdoses and
doing homework without
a non-existent social
ion procrastinatio
a sco·r1>
d
with
s
ecia/s
(paire
rp
r
n. It may
life. With that being
bow/) is a great way to get through a have been a first-week
said, I seek revenge
had trouble
I
but
setbaclc,
toward my time spent
UJntT dav o,fc/asses.
nd ing the motivation
in higher education,
"________ fito drive to campw and
____
"__
__
however unbcncficial
it may be, with Scnioritis. ls it
enon known as graduation."
walk to class.
possible to suffer from ScnioriIf you thought it was
For any other senior seeking motivation, I found that
tis after· not even a full week of
bad during your junior year to
miss class after a night spent
Jackie's Galaxy's lunch specials
classes? Absolutely.
According to Urbandictiondoing little homework and lots (paired with a scorpion bowl)
is a great way to get through a
ary.com, Senioritis can be
of time spent at the bar, think
ddined as:
again. Senior year will be filled
long day of classes. Bring it on
..n. A crippling disease that
first.semester, bring it on.
with many more absences and

I
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people from every generation
all be wrong? Maybe everyone
who was craving a steady rcla•
tionship was on to something,
and I was the dclwional one, •
for not catching on sooner.
Maybe love docs conquer all.
The standard for relationships
has changed over the past few

or

I had one ofth'Ou moments, when everything in;your
world shifts far a split second andyou su the inner
workings ofthe universe.
we.ckday, I decided to sec what
the big hoopla was and try this
a_ppam,tly very popular Havor
·foi m)'!<lf, I grabbed a plastic
spoon and dug it imo the fresh,
smooth wnilla. I popped the
spoon into my skeptical mouth
and. . .
I t was the best thing I have
ever tut.ed.
I couldn't believe it. It was
so rd'=hing and delicious. I
sub,.quently placed two huge
scoops in a cup. While I was
devouring It in disbelief, I had
one of those moments, when
everything in your world shifts
for a split second and you see
the inner workings of the uni
verse. It was one of those times
when the seemingly meaning
less day-to-day thing, and the
mosr significant aspcctS of our
lives all meld together into
one pai1llel, symbolic plane of
darlry.
I know that this sounds
a linle bit overly drunatic,
especially because I'm telling
you that a spoonful of vanilla
ice cream caused me to have an
epiphany, but please, hear me
out. Trying this simple des.sen
got: me to thinking: maybe
there is a reason why things are
labeled as classic. For hundreds
of years , people have done
thing,, ate thing,, said things,
re2d things and loved thinp
that were deemed "d,J((ic.
Classic lkla-sikl (.1dj.}: I )
defined hy Wd,,1cr\ Diclion-

Alexandra Artiano

decades. The timdines have
been extended, and people our
age arc cnc.ouraged to st.ay in
dep endent, and can,er-focused
before scrding into anything
scriow. However, that doesn't
stop w from wanting our own
idea of classic love.
Ju last semester came to a
close, I took a chance that
slowly morphed into !he best
relationship that I have ever
had. I was with someone who
caml about me, but nill let
me be independent. Instead
of random rendezvous at odd
hours or being in relationships
that I wasn't truly invested in,
I finally began ro t<aliu: why
people fought so hard for love;
it was the best feeling in the
world.
I was always under the im•
prcssion that love was boring
and turned strong women who
were happy on their own into
domesticated. drones who melt
ed into useless piles of mwh
when they talked about the one
they IOvcd. I was determined
to not give in to this ridiru
low notion that everyone else
seemed to feel was the correct
way to Uvc. After my ice cream
revelation on that boring day in
June, my thoughts changed. I
found that being in a iclation
ship was not boring or plain at
all. In fact, it was even better
than vanilla ice cream. It was
classic, and sometimes classic
can taste prctry sweet.

Cm JU I·'' K!\I Soi r , \

Rud (kft) and Farish (riDJt) tak, a moment u/ ,,/, 11, , ,/11 , , ,,.,
th, Stpt, fl memorial ctrrmony.
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RWU students tagtrly !t,ok on as Shad and Andy Grammer light up th, Paolino Fi,ld

Fawning over the Fall Concert:
'It was magical'

for Andy. I won't lie, though,
that point, a latger crowd had
NKllOW IUCllff Herald R'JIOCfer
I
gathered around the sage. PeoAt around 4 p.m. on a beaun- like many others, really only
his
popul
P,lc
sang along and took vi�eos.
cw
song,
most
�
�
ful summer Sunday at Ro_ger
I'm not much of a m�h-pu
Keep Your Head Up. . He
Williams University, my friends
f
energy
on
of
and
ll
came
type person (not that Jt was
u
and I waited in line to enter the
seemed very down to eanh.
one) so I hung by the baclc of
Paolino baseball field. People
He sang a lot of songs I had
the crowd taking it all in. �er
were alrca4y gathered around
the conc�rt, a smaller but sull
heard
before
but
have
I
ever
�
the makeshift stage with my
.
smcc bought_them on 1T�nes.
substantial group of people
friends, all patiently awaitI
could
ccli
his
head
wun
t
hung
�und for the_ m�� 6c.
ing the fall concen including
huge yet due to the fame. On
greet with Andy. I didnt mtend
Canadian rapper, Shad, and
st?ry
about
a
on
!�ymg.
but I got caughc
tol�
a
s�e,
h
�
American singer-songwriter,
girl he lilced m middle school
up m c.on'lcrs:ation, an d then
Andy Grammer. Others
ihat sran«! going out with his
noticed the crowd had lessened
ftodc,d to the rabies that the
aft�r a f� n_iinutc.s. I decided
fn�. I th?ught �t was
Commons set up providing
co J_ump m lme aod maybe get
�y cn�car1�g of h1m; shanng
burgers, dogs, chicken, and
h!s stones wtch some nndom
a _picture with Andy� which I
ocher BBQ-type foods. Once
we made it through securiry (or kids from Rhode Island. .It was did. He was super mcc and of
pretty
funny.
I
was
defimtely
course
my heart melted when
some other less aggressive term
waiting co hear ..Keep Your
he said, "Hey Sweetie." Shamefor that), my
fully, I wasn't a big
friends and I
Heput his arm around me andsmiled towards fan beforehand so
got food and
I felt lame fillin_g
found our
my iPhone. It was magical
up with buttcrffies
spot on the
--------:------------- when he smiled at
grassy field
. me. He _put his arm
co eat and enjoy WQRI's filler
Head Up," which he played
aro�nd me and smiled towards
mwic. Overall, right away, I
SO
well
live.
I
got
it
on
video!
It was �agical.
m,r
1�honc.
thought it was a nice environWcird.J y enough, that was not
IGddmg. but really, it was
ment. It was the first time a
my favorite part. lhe coolest
eretry cool I had ne'r'.cr met a
lot of people were brought
famous person before and I can
together by one cvenc, so I had part of that concert was when
dcfinitdy sec him getting more
Andy and Shad c.ollaborated
the opporruniry 10 sec friends
and
made
up
a
song
about
and more famous. He's on tour
I had noc yet seen I had not
che
RWU
Hawks
right
on
the
with Colbic Ca.iliac now so I'm
seen since spring semester. lhc
spot.
Shad
would
fri:esryle
rap
assuming
his fan base will grow
sun was warm, the breeze was
through that. In the end, J
a verse or two and then Andy
cool, and the food was fillwould sing che chorus, "and
h� a gr�r time, I heard many
ing. It brought me bade to the
Shwayzc c.oncert lase year when we're hawks, we're hawks, we're �ixe,d �ev1ews; �me f eoplc
hawks, we're hawks, and we're
d1dn t like the kind O mwic
the weather was j ust as nice.
flying." I thought it was hilarithat Shad and Andy brought
This year was different because
ous when Andy asked what our to our school. Even so, it was
I actually like some of Andy's
mascot was because he said it's
a gorgeow day filled 'with free
songs. l had never heard of
really awkward if the mascoc
food, good mwic, and close
Shad so that was kind of a Jost
is
something
like
a
gopher.
By
friends.
cause for me, but J was cxCitod

I
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9 /11 Memoriam brings feelings of contradiction

AIDANORA AITIANOj Opinion! Edilor
This past Monday I decided
to attend chc Wreath Laying
wirh President Farish, Senator
Recd, and John Ki outside
ng
the Administration building
in memoriam of 9/J l. On
my way, I could scart co hear
bagpipes and knew instantly
that my heartstrings would be
pulled.
The problem is that I truly do
still feel upset about the events
that happened ten years ago,
but I do not feel sadness when

political or administn.tive
figures take the event and link
it to a need. for action so many
years later.
While the events that hap
pened 9/1 I in 2001 was a
political act of hate against
the Uniced Scates, it should
not only be remembered in
that way. I think the memory
of 9/l 1 should be focused on
all the families chat lost loved
ones.
With that in mind, I went to
hear what the speakers had to
say. What happened is that not

much was actually said; much
time was spent on introduc•
tions and on talking about the
retaliation that is justified from
this action. Only a fc:w lines
were said about the families
that deserved to be talked
about most.
I understand that part of the
grieving process is anger, but I
think that by now we should be
at a point of forgiveness. This is
something I wou..ld expect at a
political speech, nor my univcr- ,
siry that pledges aw:ueness and
'bridging the world.'
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WTF of th e w e e k :

I wasn't expecting to see this today

Car rolkd backwards into othtr c11r

ALEXANDRA HTIANO Opinions Editor
Walking from the involve
ment fair towards my car in
I-Lot on Wednesday, I found
myself faced with this scene.
What do you do? How do you
react when you're the only one
that notices something this
out of ihe ordinary? Well, I
took a picture for THE HAWK<
HEIW..D. Seriously though, I
understand it's easy to forget
to pull up your e-brake, but
please try to b e more careful
next fun�.

who drank in high school
JISSKACIITLIII! H,rald R,poner
built the �":cption f�r what ·
didn't drink
. As someone who ryi
college dnnking was hke: chat
in high school, eve hing I
the cnarc campus parues every
thought I knew about drinking, and alcohol in general, was w�kend. cvery�ne ends up
pure hears ay. I believed most of with alcohol po1soning at one
point or another, and a hangit because I had no reason not
ov�r happens to everyone who
to. Most of w went through
drin� too much, So, .th�n, .
the Drug Abuse Resistance
what " ihe college drinking hfe
Education (DARE) program
.
Some thmgs have
really hke?
in fifth grade, but it really had
been. exa_ctly what I pictured
no effect on any of the scumto
commg
school: but others
use
dents beca we were all too
� the polar oppome. For one
�ung to fully comprehend the ihmg,
ihac !here would
knew
I
dangers" of drugs and alcohol
wiih which !he school resource be RAs wandering ihe halls,
evtr>:one was
that
!urc
making
officer was trying to scare us.
.
safe (which ", comforung).
After !hat, !he dlscwsions on
you
one who_
ethcr
the
re
'W_}t
such topics only came when
punishment � necessary, not drinks, or the_ room!'?atc taking
as a way of gcmng information care of the drmker, Its good to
kno� that upperclassmen are
when students needed it most.
looking out for everyone. Of
Because everyihing I ihought
course, the RAs, have to report
I kn ew about alcohol came
people who �t handle the
from my peers, 1. cam e •imo
college with die perception that al��l. �ut � It means someone s life JS gomg to be .s;aved,
everyone drank. Fortunately;
h
though, that's very fu from dte then it is definitely worth .
I never thought I'd sec so
•
truth.
many ambubnc� l�ving a
In between fifth grade and
college campus wn/un !he
high school, no one really
�rst three weeks sm': moveaught w about the risks of
m �y. I honestly believe �t
drinking, so it was up to CV·
sccmg people you know bemg
eryone else to experiment and
taken_ to tlie hospi� is a more
determine the consequences
effecnve scare tactic, for most ·
on their own. Those people
people, than any movie shown

in an AkoholEdu session
bccawc you feel so much•stress
and anxiety !hat you would
never want to put anyone else
through it. The ambulance
rides, though, are the most
extreme cases and very few
�pie ever get to that point.'
If anything, seeing the harmful
effects of alcohol scares people
into making smarter decisions.
CoUegc students are always
going ro drink, but doing so in
moderation is safer than going
overboard simply because of a
lack of knowledge about drinking and alcohol.
Reallf, the only way to fix
peoples perceptions of what
�ollegc life_is like is by mak_.
1ng a gcnume effort to be open
about it. It's a known fact that
most college students drink,
so _it shouldn't be hidden. By
bemg honest about what ha�
pens in college, there could
be IC:SS experimentation with
limits and substances, and
several saved ambulance rides.
So, then, all we need is more
ihorough education between
fifth grade and college to
prepare students for what they
should c:,;pect during the first
f� semr:5ters in schoo]. and
many of these prob]ems could
be avoided.

I

AlixANDRA AlrrlANO

Alcohol Education should be
accomplished before college
I

Freshface on campus: a
freshman's.first thoughts
GIORGI 1om0111 Herald R,porttr
I wasn't your cypical freshman
entering Roger Williams. It just
seems that I felt so much more
ready for !his ihan everyone
else. So many students enter
college lost without a paddle,
and I feh more like Lewis and
Clark.
Since I � 1 3, I've known I
wanted to work in the journal•
ism business, so picking my
major of Media Communica•
tions was pretty simple. Ncvcr
�cl';5'5, the 6�t week of coUegc
d.idnt come without surprises.
I moved in on Friday, August
26. I made !he four-hour trek
from North Jersey sp much ear
lier ihan should be biologically
possible in order to try and get
my choice of bed and desk over
my roommates. I then arrived
only to find both my room
mates already fully moved in
and settled. Needless to say I
got ,hafted wiih !he top bunk
and desk at !he oiher end of
the room.
It didn't matter so much
during !he first week because I
was never in the room - Irene
made sure of that. When the
hurricane aaually hit, ii didn't
seem like much, until I woke
up without power on Sunday
morning. As a result I don't
think I've ever played so much
poker in my life. I live on the
fine floor of Cedar and it was
essentially the entire floor
playing thanks to my battery
powered desk la.mp iUuminat
ing the table in the common
toom.
Once we had a Aoor meet
ing and were informed it was
safe to go outside, there' was a
mass exodw from the residence
halls. The entire freshman class
ran out of their rooms like
bats out of hell to se<: !he sky
again ... or lack !hereof. The
weather was still humid and
muggy wh.iJe some d.riuling
r.lin still came down. After the
ch�os some ftiends and I just

I

wandCred around co WCS5 the
damage on campw. Despite
a pair of downed uecs and
enough branches lying around
to bring the Burning Man fcsti•
val to Bristol, Irene's aftermath
didn't seem too significant.
Well, despite !he ihree days
without power.
We had co be pretty ruource
ful with how to entertain our•
selve, !hose ihre< days. I ended
up going around campw a lot
with friends to meet people
and find things that were going
on. The result of this was a feel
ing of community on my ffoor
!hat has become pmty strong.
Once power was restored,
classes soon �urned. I was
strangely excited in a way to sec
how real college Uk would be
without really knowing what to
apect, It was great to see that
college classes seems to have a
lot more hands on learning and
class discussions, rather than
the busy Work and repetition
I grew used to in high school.
The overall college workload
may be han:ler, but !he meihod
of learning seems to be much
more suited for my own suc•
cess.
Probably the most surprising
pan of college Gfe is how every
one rruly cares. Not just about
each other, but with their
classes. In high school I rarely
completed assignments and
would just kind of glide by.
At RWU, many of my friend,
spend !heir nights at Global
Heritage Hall and ihe Library
studying or getting counework
done. · So what has frcdtman
year been like? Hone,dy, every
ihing I could have hoped for.
I can always find something to
do either on or off campw, and
I can scill find just enough time
to get work done. While high
school was the bane of mine
(and probably everyone else's)
c:xistence, college feels like a
place I can really succeed both
academically and socially.

Attention: College Freshmen
Secure Your Job for Next Summer Now!
Look No Further than at GOLD MEDAL BAKERY!

Earn Top Money as a Machine Operator or Shipper
• Earn $14.55/hr after training

• PLUS $1.00/hr shift differential

• PLUS... Opportunity for $1,500 scholarship • May work part time during the school year!
• Opportunity to qualify for end-of-summer bonus. (Average bonus is $400)
For more job details or to complete Application #1, visit www.goldmedalbakecy.com�obs
or apply in person at 21 Penn. St., Fall River MA 02724
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AClloss
1
Play unfairly
6
Occurrence
1 1 Wife-to-be
16 Severe
21 lime off from work
22 Delayer's motto
23 "Bolero" composer
24 Hippodrome
25 Young eel
26 Ca se to appear

72

74
76

77
79
81
83
85
86
88

90
92
94
96
97

99
100
103
105
107
1 10
111
1 13
1 15
1 17
118
120

122
123
125
126
128
130
132
· 133
134
135
137
139
141
143
145
147
150
152
154
155

9

8

7

4

3 9 1
3
6
2
4
2
1
1
8
4 7
5
9 1

9
7
8
4

HOW TO PLAY: Sudoku High Fivea corisists of five regular Sudoku grids,
sharing one set of 3-by-3 boxes. Each row, column and set of 3-by-3 boxes
must contain the numbere 1 through 9 without repetition. The numbers in
any shared set of 3-by-3 boxes apply to each of the indlvlduel Sudokus.
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45
48
50
52
55
57
58
62
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65
67
69
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71
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2 3 8
4
2
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4 6
9
8
1
5
2
4 6 7
8
7
5
I
4 7
6
6
5 8
2
9 1
1
6
9
5
8 4
3
1
4 9
2 6
5
1 6 3
7
4 8
3
3
2
1
5
2
1
3
6
8
7
8 6
8
5
5
2
3
5
4
6
2
8 5 6
9
2 3 7
9
8
6 4 7 3
7
2
7 3
9 2
7
1 3 9 6
5
8 3
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28
29
30
32
33
35
36
38
41
43
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a'.e up-and-up
A brew
Veto
Bueter rivaJ
Cites
Sweet, fruity drink
Proboscis
Puccini heroine
Need

Wt'n�;�-fun item
Greed
Quadriceps location
Scuffle
Unkempt
Ancient insuun_,.ent
Miscalculate
Chooses
Ice or Iron
Go after
Part of the EU
Cask
Go off the tracks
Card game
Eagle
Regret
Town in Texas
Pear-shaped instru
ment
Jewish month
- and yang
Uncertain state
Person
Sheltered side
Put off
"Robinson Crusoe"'
writer
Last - not least
Tapering pillar
Secular
Make lace
Mars or Mercury,
e.g.
End-of-week cry
Stabbed
Payable
Singi grou
Low-ci1orie fuunch
Bus. abbr.
The Emerald Isle
Brainy
Caldron
City on the Tiber
Wood strip
Co_mp ucer memory
unit
Application
- soda

Triumphed
Western Indian
The basics
Thole
Eastern queen
Print measures
Roosevelt or Pender
ass
eummox
Nei�bor of Chile
Car in or Clooney
Moray
Old-womanish
Day spa employee
Curriel artner
Mil. ins�lation
Punning poet
Loud sound
Ali -

1 59 Zero
160 Corrosive
162 Kite appendage
164 Young swan
166 Upperclassmen
(abbr.)
167 Poe's middle name
169 Hand cream
173 Storage area
175 Patterned cloth
176 Clergyman's house
177 Zola
178 A pachyderm, for
short
179 Delicious
180 Lawn tool
181 Flavorful
182 Cap

DOWN
1
2
3
4

5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20
27
31

34

37
39
40
42
44
46
47
49
51
52
53
54
56
59
60
61
64
66
68
69
73
75
78
80
81
82
84
87
89
91
93
95
98

100
IOI
102
104
105
106
108
109
112

Sanirary ,
Howdy!
Roof part
- Maria
Gull-like bird
Cure-all
Heflin or Johnson
Common abbr.
Roman emperor
Warble
Kind of French
bread
Tried for office
Form of "John" .
Separate
TroP.ical resin
Linclen and Hal
brook
They exist
Kingly
Denstvc
Loathed
Edible portion
Mental pictures
Pinna
Consume
Skim or soy
Very cold
"Star Trek" caJtain
Go round an round

1 14
1 16
119
121
124
127
129
131
132
136
138
140
142
143
144
146
147
148
149

151
153
1 56
157
158
160
161
163
165
168
170
171
172
174

Snake
Hybrid fruit
Animal skins
Black
In - of
Change the color of
Name in Genesis
Jewel
lrick
Soft-soap
Loud sound

��d-du- -

1n foreign countries
Birthright seller
Hallowed
Not suitable
Country house
Fitzgerald and name
sak6
- fatale
Charters
Moving about
Seawarer
Neck scarf
Rooney ofTV
Kind of cherry
City in Peru
Sharp remark
Islet
Leners on a compass
Sp�ed
Whitney the inven
tor
An article

By Bernice Bede Osol

ASTRO-GRAPH

'IA.UR.US (Arau. 20-M.u 20) - You•� likely to be gtftal with a more

n

��� :!\��:�� :ro1::J��h:���1�/s�n!.

GEMINI (MAY 21-Jum 20) - Although it might take some patience,
bcne6u will come to you when you lean
apect, so let life unfold its way.
It's the end result that counts, and youn look � good.
CANCER Uum 21-JUU' 22) -.Although it is golns; to . 10me effort
on your part, something you Kck will come through SCfttal people who
like you and want to see you get what )'OU deserve and desire.
LEO Uuu 2�Auc. l2) - Don't treat indiffuently ilnY of your hunches
about things rhat could tnrupire in the near future. Act on than; your
perceptions are likely to be significant and right on the money.
VIRGO (AUG. 23-SEPr, 22) - Your hopes and the things you envision
are acrually uh.in2hle. It's OK to elevate your �dons, as well u
lgno� those people who want to throw a wtt blanket on than.
UBRA (SUT. 23-0cr. 23) - If you believe you can opentt with �
t
n
r!:%����•:���::t:�C: �� ��
SCORPIO (Ocr. 24-Nov. 12) - It'll be worthwhile to maintain hmn�
niow, civil relationships with co-work.en, even if you have to lc.ttp your
opinion& and methods to yourself. Placate them with what they want to
hea,.

SAGl1TARIUS (Nov, 23-Dtc. 21) - Don't be hesitant co tab a
calculated risk on 110mething you have thoroughly thought out, became
condirlons that have a direct eff.ec:t on your career and eamlnp look
quite good.

CAPRICOltN (Dtc. 22-JAN, 19) -If your mate seems to be a hit testy,
pamper him or htt a bit more than you wually do. It'll calm down your
soul mate and let things g-et back to normal onct again.

AQ.I.IARJUS UM<, 20-l'l!L 19) -If you tili pluuy oftlme ro analyz,
and carefully srudy an Important l.ssue, all of la nmi6atloru will evai
tually become clear. ht on it only afcer you\:e done your homework.
PISCES (FD, 20-M.uat 20) - Your optimism allows you to see the
brighter side of people and the Jnvolvanena you have with them. Your
anitude can help dl"iparc what others find JO seriow and overwhelm.Ing.
AJtl£S (M.uot 21-Ann. 19) -Go ahead and depend on your percep
tions. Your mind ii even more creative thm usual, and will6od workable
ways to add to your re10urc.es. Gin them a ay.

Make the most of your
college years -for less.

�ark unit

Got larger
Unlock, to poets
Stormed
Like a contonionist
Knelt
Suange
A vegetable
Flying toys
Smooth and shiny
City in Oklahoma
Liquor
Xenon is one
Be uncertain of
- tide
Dove's cry
Tragic kin_g
Court div1cler
Plant of forgetfulness
"There - to be a
law!"
Limbs
Paddy plant
Craze
Overly
Teller of tales
Silk-cotton tree
Downward move
ment
Airman
Silly
Arid
Down-under bird
Move slowly
Sub In the company of
Thick
Zeta's follower

College Students
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and 1 5% OFF all full-price national brand items.
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